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Special points of interest
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Heritage Association. Both our President, Bruce Campbell and
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April next year. We also think that the position of editor
should also be split from the secretary position. Whilst we
have a Vice-President available to take over the President position, we will have three positions to be filled: a VicePresident, a Secretary and a magazine editor. It may also be
appropriate to seek a computer-type to assist with establishing a web site. See Bruce Campbell’s report on page 2.
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Gallipoli, 2015
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SAPPER SUMMIT SUPPORT
SAPPER SUMMIT

Can you help with news items, suggestions, and letters
to the editor, etc. Send them to either:

Sapper Summit is produced four times a year
By the RAE (Vic) Historical and Heritage
Association Inc. (Reg No. A0046126U.)

Austin Byrne on Tel: (03) 9803 1061
email to: austbyrne@netspace.net.au OR
Bruce Campbell on Tel: (03) 9568 0320
email:

The President is Maj Bruce Campbell (Rtd)
The Secretary/Editor is Maj Austin Byrne (Rtd)

Our target dates for articles for the 2013 issues are:
March issue
May issue
August issue
November issue

Mail can be sent to:
The Editor, Sapper Summit,
RAE (Vic) Historical and Heritage
Association Inc,
C/- Oakleigh Barracks,
1318 North Road,

by 15 February
by 19 April
by 2 August
by 18 October

Note that articles or opinions of authors or contributors are their own and do not necessarily reflect the
position of the Association. The format and clarity of
the articles is the responsibility of the contributor.
—
—
—
—

Could our 21st Birthday be our Last?
The RAE (Vic) Historical and Heritage committee / Association will have served the Sappers of Victoria for 21 years, come our next AGM in April 2013, and
assistance is desperately needed to keep it alive.
In recent years, the Association’s most effective and important role has been to provide effective
communication throughout the Sapper family in Victoria, both serving and retired, through the publication of
80 issues of Sapper Summit. This has covered news
items such as reunions, Unit reports, Reserve Forces
Day Marches, and a host of matters of interest to Sappers. We have also, along the way, assisted in various
publications including Volume 4 of the RAE History and
various unit histories, the placing of historical plaques,
preservation of memorabilia, and arrangement of lectures and excursions.
The key personnel throughout the 21 years
have been the Secretary and the Editor of Sapper Summit (these roles have generally been combined), and to
a lesser extent the Treasurer, President and VicePresident.
Throughout our 21 years, only 3 people have
filled the Secretary/Editor role, and one of these was
for only one year. Similarly there have been 3 Presidents, again with one only serving one year.
The current President and the Secretary/Editor
have both announced their intention to retire at the
next AGM in April – we consider that increasing age and
changing family responsibilities, when coupled with the
advantage of bringing in people with a fresh approach,
make a change warranted. Hopefully our Treasurer will
be able to continue for another year. Whilst our VicePresident is prepared to step-up, the Committee of
Management desperately needs new blood, in the form
of a new Secretary, an Editor and a Vice-President. It

might also be appropriate to have someone with
significant computing skills to look at the latest systems for electronic distribution of information, possibly including a web site.
Requirements are:
Secretary:
To issue meeting agendas, minute Committee meetings and distribute the minutes, attend to
correspondence, maintain contact details, and receive subscriptions. Additionally, to operate an email
-based information distribution system for current
items of Sapper news (generally news type items that
should not wait for the next issue of Sapper Summit.)
Editor:
To be reasonably computer literate (Word /
Publisher programs), be able to solicit articles and
format and edit four issues per year of Sapper Summit. To arrange distribution in both email form and
mailed-out printed hard copy. (“publisher” is easily
learnt)
Vice-President:
To act as back-up to the President, and take
over his role when he is absent, possibly for several
months in a row.
Anyone who is prepared to consider taking
up any of these roles is asked to contact the President, Bruce Campbell or the Secretary, Austin Byrne
for further information on the positions. (see page 2
for contact details.)
… Bruce Campbell
Note from the Editor: By next April, I will be in my
12th year as Secretary/Editor and have edited 45 issues of Sapper Summit. It is time for someone with a
“different” view on things to take over.
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Rob Youl’s Column

RAE Corps Gallipoli Tour 2015
— Expressions of Interest —

This year, Landcare took me to Africa, firstly to
Mt Elgon’s slopes in eastern Uganda via Kenya for a
Landcare master class, and lately to South Africa—my
first brief visits to a complex continent.
Uganda has the same area as Victoria, although the country’s slice of Lake Victoria makes up ten
percent, and there are several other large lakes.
Whereas our population is 5.6 million, Uganda has 35.9
million people. I found returning home to our spacious
landscapes and safe, clean cities unsettling. Rural regions are generally crammed with smallholdings supporting farming families with several children who grow
maize, millet, vegetables, fruit and occasionally rice and
raise chickens, cattle and goats. Busy villages every few
kilometres smell of charcoal fires and burning fat each
evening; litter, much of it smoking plastic, garnishes
townscapes. We passed one vast corporate farm, 1000
hectares or more of sugar cane apparently carved out
recently from a jungle reserve. Who owns it? China?
Korea? A Swiss tycoon? More independently, and hopefully, half way up 4300 m extinct mega-volcano Mount
Elgon, I saw households with one tiny stalled dairy cow,
the milk being sold locally for much needed cash and
the manure generating biogas. These communities have
hundreds of beehives along the buffer zone between
farmland and forest reserve, which helps stabilise park
boundaries by allowing low-impact but profitable economic activity. The Nile spills northwards from vast
Lake Victoria as a kilometre-wide torrent.
Last decade’s security problems— Joseph
Kony’s Lord’s Resistance Army—have receded, although
two Mbale detectives noticing me sketching a colonial
building deemed me a risk as it was diagonally opposite
the central police station. After negotiating an hour or
so, my lunch money payment of seven dollars sorted
things out. (I’d decided to ignore the compelling debating point that almost every African has a mobile, presumably camera-fitted.)
Early in October I visited South Africa at my
expense to speak at its biennial Landcare conference at
Mafikeng, formerly Mafeking, North West Province—
site of the famous Anglo-Boer War siege after which its
commander, Robert Baden-Powell, formed the Boy
Scouts, which in due course sported Guides. South Africa has 51 million people, nine provinces and eleven
official languages. About 80 percent of the population is
of black African descent. The country also has Africa’s
biggest European, Asian and mixed-ancestry communities, and Africa’s largest economy—number twentyeight in the world. However a quarter of the population
is unemployed, existing on a dollar or so a day. English
dominates public and business life, but is only the equal
fifth most-spoken home language; leaders are isiZulu,
isiXhosa and Afrikaans, the latter the mother tongue of
Afrikaaners and Cape Coloureds. The national parliament includes all ethnic groups. At 1 221 000 square

Earlier this year, the Head of Corps, BRIG Budd,
asked WO1 Graham Toll to work up a proposal for a
tour of Gallipoli in 2015 to coincide with the 100th anniversary of the first Waterloo Dinner on 18 June. So,
after talks with a tour company, WO1 Toll is seeking
expressions of interest from members who would like
to be involved. Below are details as at present:
The costing and inclusions, based on a tour group of
120, are as follows:
Per person share twin for the 09 June to 22 June itinerary is $6,900.00.
Single room supplement is $1145.00.
All costs are based on current exchange rates and airfares, therefore subject to change for 2015.
The cost includes:
1.
Return economy class airfare from all mainland
capital cities to Istanbul.
2.
All airport taxes, fees and charges.
3.
Share twin accommodation throughout, four star
in Istanbul, three star (Kum) at Gallipoli.
4.
All meals throughout.
5.
Private Bosphorus cruise with lunch.
6.
Private boat tour along the Gallipoli coast, subject
to ferries being available in 2015.
7.
Australian battlefield guide per coach throughout.
8.
Local English speaking guide throughout.
9.
Deluxe air conditioned coaches.
10. Tips to local guides and drivers.
Not included:
1.
Turkish visa fee, currently US$60.00 per person,
purchased on arrival
2.
Travel Insurance, mandatory
3.
Personal items e.g. drinks, laundry, telephone etc.
The option to arrive Istanbul on 12 June, travel
directly to the peninsula, and only have one night in
Istanbul, departing 20 June, is $6265.00, with a single
supplement of $785.00.
The tour offer is open to serving and non serving members and partners with NO rank involved.
WO1 Toll is the point of contact to start with.
Contact details:
email at graham.toll@defence.gov.au
or tel (02) 8782 3582,
or mail to: WO1 Graham Toll
RAE HOC Office
SME Steele Barracks
MOOREBANK NSW 2173
This does not appear to include a Dinner to commemorate the 100th anniversary of the first Waterloo Dinner.
Check with WO1 Toll when you contact him.
… The Editor
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kilometres, South Africa is one-tenth larger than South
Australia (1 043 000 square kilometres). Religion: 80
percent Christian; 15 percent no affiliation; Hindus and
Muslims each under 2 percent; a small Jewish community. As with most east African nations, the adult infection rate for HIV/AIDS is some 20 percent. (Thanks
Wikipedia!)
The centre of Gauteng Province, Johannesburg
(altitude 1700 metres), is huge with excellent freeways
and an emerging high-speed train system. (Indeed infrastructure in South Africa is generally as good as ours,
with potable water everywhere, superb road signage,
apparently universal electrification, huge retail sector,
excellent supermarkets and close attention to safety,
equity and education.) In March 1886, an Australian
prospector, George Harrison, recognised the region’s
potential, although gold had been first found in the
1850s. Its regional wealth helped trigger the Second
Anglo-Boer War. Forming an east-west line through
greater Johannesburg, huge mullock dumps, sometimes
planted with red gum, remain along the Witwatersrand
(rand = ridge), and a few poppet heads and extensive
and austere miners’ barracks. However, after well over
a century the mines, some of the world’s deepest—one
reached 3500 metres in 2003—have mostly played out.
Flying in, you notice extensive areas of very dense housing—the crowded townships, the best known of which
is Soweto. Despite their reputation, life and commerce
flourish there, tourism attracts visitors, amenities
evolve and a few residents are millionaires.
Central Johannesburg, like other world cities,
suffers constant redevelopment; the region is certainly
the most industrialised in Africa. (Indeed, sadly for me,
wherever I journeyed bland mercantile development
seemed to have obliterated most of the provincial built
heritage.) I stayed in a marvellous hotel at Pretoria, the
nearby administrative capital (Capetown is the legislative capital, and Bloemfontein houses the judiciary),
and visited the evocative Voortrekker Monument,
crowning one of many hills overlooking the city. Forty
metres square at the base and forty metres high, it’s
reminiscent of Melbourne’s Shrine of Remembrance. It
is however Art Deco in style, having been built in the
1940s and opened in 1949.
A vast chamber forms the monument’s interior, with a ray of light playing on a significant patriotic
inscription at noon on 16 December. A very explicit encircling marble frieze depicts doughty Afrikaaner settlers moving their families in wagons northwards
through piles of native corpses across the veldt in the
early-mid nineteenth century to escape British influence. Obviously their progress included numerous
costly skirmishes with the resident cattle herders and
farmers, culminating in the Battle of Blood River in
1838, when the Boers, led by Andries Pretorius, defeated Dingaan’s Zulus, quite a feat I’d say. As you’d
expect, this ultra-patriotic monument and welcoming
forecourt, surrounded by a retaining wall with panels
cleverly cast to suggest wagons in a laager, a circular

overnight encampment, and a modest botanical garden, attracts relatively few black visitors. I sat in on a
white wedding in English and Afrikaans in a nearby
chapel with thatched roof, and, as I sketched the shrine,
watched teenaged girls in evening dress and their
beaux on a pilgrimage-cum-rite of passage, the end of
school and the beginning of examinations. At each corner of the shrine stands a three metre sculpted Afrikaaner statesman in bowtie and suit, cradling an upright rifle. If you, like me, have an ancestor that fought
in the Anglo-Boer War, then this is who he and his
mates faced: the ultimate citizen soldier, tough, stubborn, resourceful, and unorthodox with simple ordnance requirements. (My great uncle, whom I met just
once, also went overseas in World War I, so he must
have been similarly rugged.)
I travelled to Mafikeng by road across flattish
plains relieved by occasional broad belts of red gum
and black wattle, with a few brackish swamps where
flamingos filtered. Between the peri-urban sprawl of
Johannesburg with its new, gated communities, vegetable gardens, craft markets and roadworks, and our destination close to the Botswanan border, some 300 kilometres, there were just three towns. These had few
features beyond a large Dutch Reformed church and
bronze monument depicting a mounted soldier from a
Boer commando. The landscape was highly productive,
with farms mostly devoted to maize, occasional centrepivot irrigation systems producing wheat and lucerne
and some Merino flocks. Further west there were extensive belts of native scrub growing up to say six metres high, thorny acacias and cacti-like euphorbias predominating. Some with high albeit flimsy fences supported game animals, others herds of cattle. In those
neat but bland settlements most urban houses had
their own defence system: high walls, electric wires,
razor wire, remote-controlled gateway, and, one learnt
later, dogs, such is the crime rate. But I saw nothing of
this, nor any road accidents, despite the country’s violent reputation and the rural speed limit of 120 kph,
generally exceeded by mercurial fatalistic drivers. On
town outskirts, and sometimes inexplicably in otherwise deserted and arid countryside, were small rural
versions of Soweto, with shanties being knocked up as
we passed by, four poles, a pile of bricks and a few flapping sheets of tin marking the commencement of a new
dwelling.
The conference was fantastic, friendly, fruitful—particularly the Junior Landcare side. Mainstream
Landcare is more government-oriented than our version—but it works—although I think it must loosen up
to foster innovation, Landcare’s lifeblood. I stayed at
another excellent and cheap hotel—food and alcohol in
RSA are superb. Our field excursion to the Kalahari’s
edge looked at grazing projects in similar scrub to that
described earlier. These always entail subdividing the
land into ‘camps’ (very large fenced paddocks with
troughs), followed by scrub-cutting (via subsistence
wages within a government employment program).
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Control of alien weeds, such as Queen of the
Night cactus, may go on simultaneously. I think a national or provincial stud supplies bulls, and the government provides sturdy steel cattleyards. The cattlemen,
all tribespeople, were impressively enthusiastic and
knowledgeable, as were LandCare (their spelling) facilitators generally. One night we ran a discussion group at
a nearby game farm, before which we drove around
admiring white rhino, wildebeest, eland, giraffe and
various smaller antelopes, plus warthogs, guinea fowl
and francolin. Our colleagues were Afrikaners and Cape
Coloureds from the Karoo, an upland desert (annual
rainfall 125 mm) 300 kilometres north-east of Capetown traditionally supporting Merino flocks and now
subject to hobby farmers and gas exploration.
After the conference I travelled via strikeridden Rustenburg region, its valleys bristling with platinum mines, to Limpopo, Mpumalanga and Gauteng
Provinces looking at Landcare projects: grazing, soil
conservation, niche-marketing rural products, junior
Landcare (especially vegetable gardens to supplement
student meals) and urban-fringe land management
problems. Limpopo, bisected by the Tropic of Capricorn
and bordering Zimbabwe, felt like central Queensland:
belts of scrub, with baobabs even, resembling country
north of Rockhampton, and wetter hilly regions with
red soils, mangoes, macadamias and eucalypt plantations. Polokwane’s excellent local museum enlightened
me on Nelson Mandela’s remarkable life and black political colleagues, and on Afrikaaner culture and the
importance of Jewish businessmen and professionals in
South African life. I travelled parallel with the spectacular Drakensberg range for half a day, and also the railway to Mozambique, war correspondent Churchill’s
escape route from Pretoria—maybe like me, your education included his fascinating book, My Early Life. In
contrast to Uganda and Kenya, roadside rubbish was
uncommon. We were close to Mozambique at one
point, and later three kilometres from the Swaziland
border, a reminder of the geo-political complexity.
Finally, I visited a school and nature park with
two-kilometre diameter meteorite crater, at Soshanguve, a township of 310 00 north of Pretoria, before
spending my last night in the capital. I woke to a view
across the city, the valley punctuated by flowering jacarandas, to the handsome Union Buildings set in parkland with a dark ridge of eucalypt forest behind.
I’ll devote the next column to the enthralling
Second Anglo-Boer War.

Recent Events
RAE Corps Officers Golf Day
The Officers Golf Day was held at Royal Melbourne Golf
Club on Friday 19 October.
Capt Bill McAuley reports that there were 10 starters,
and the day was the 66th time that the event had been
run.
The winners were father / son combination Lt Col John
Hutchinson and Brig Hutch Hutchinson.
The runners-up were LtCol Les Bull and Maj Geoff
Hose.

Coming Events
Monash University Regiment
Formal Disestablishment Parade.
1100 hrs — Sunday 2 December 2012,
Parade Ground, Simpson Barracks, Watsonia.
With the implementation of Project Beersheba, this will
be the last time the MonUR Colours are paraded before
being laid up. Former members, associates and friends
of the Regiment are invited to attend. Refreshments
will be provided after the Parade.
Enquiries: MonUR Orderly Room on 9598 9200

*

*

*

News from the Units
22 CONSTRUCTION REGIMENT
EX LAST HURRAH 17 – 25 NOV 12
22nd Construction Regiment is conducting a
nine-day training block over period 17 – 25 Nov 12. The
activity will be conducted in two principle locations,
Puckapunyal Military Area (PMA) and Shelley in North
East Victoria. 39th Construction Squadron will conduct
Forestry Operations at multiple locations in the vicinity
of Shelley, including the following tasks: felling, milling,
a Portable Saw Mill course and a cross-cut course. The
activity will include the felling and milling of 120 trees,
qualification of five personnel to cross-cut level and the
qualification of five personnel in the Portable Saw Mill.

… Rob Youl
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105th Construction Squadron will conduct
Horizontal and Vertical Construction Operations at
PMA, including: the enhancement of the B Vehicle
Sneaker Range, consisting of the construction of 15
additional Target Pits, construction of vehicle access
tracks to each Target Pit, the installation of treated pine
Lane Engagement Markers, the construction of a 3m x
2.4m Ammunition Issue Structure, the installation of a
Flag Pole and maintenance to the Main Track and Rear
Haul Track. The exercise ensures to provide great training opportunities for all members involved while providing a service to the wider Defence and the community.

*

*

ministrative paperwork the Army is notorious for”.
Employer Support Awards received by 22 Const Regt
included:
National Australia Bank,
Nominated by LT Nargiza Hakimova
Engineering Design Resource, Traralgon
Nominated by LCPL Owen Townsend
Richmond Diagnostic Imaging, Melbourne
Nominated by PTE Gabrielle Betros
The POWA was established in 1984 by the Citizens in Support of Reserve Forces Trust as a reward for
Reservist achievement in both civilian and military employment and, importantly the Award also acknowledges the support of a Reservist’s employer. The POWA
scheme awards selected recipients up to $8000 to undertake a proposed development or training activity
that will provide benefit to their employer.
22 Const Regt was fortunate to have had two
members selected to receive the POWA; CAPT Joshua
Farnsworth and CPL Mark Hicks. CAPT Farnsworth intends to undertake Electrical Engineering Technical
training courses in Sweden and Belgium in support of
his position as an Export Sales Engineer for global engineering company ABB. CPL Hicks intends to build on
core design and construction skills by undertaking the
Diploma of Building and Construction at Holmesglen
TAFE in support of his civilian occupation with Ellington
Design and Building.
The Tasman Exchange Scheme is a joint initiative of Defence through Cadet Reserve and Employer
Support Division (CRESD), and the Defence Reserves
Association (DRA). The Tasman Scheme seeks to reward
selected ADF Reserve Junior Non-Commissioned Officers (JNCOs) for their overall performance, dedication
and commitment to Reserve service. Under the
Scheme, JNCOs of the ADF Reserves are seconded for
two weeks to a New Zealand Defence Force (NZDF)
unit.
22 Const Regt were privileged to receive both
Tasman Exchange Scheme awards being LCPL Duncan
Orr and LCPL Robert Camilleri. Both participants will be
attending NZDF units early 2013 to undertake training
and exposure of NZDF practice and procedures.

*

The 2012 Defence Reserve Support
Employer Support Awards Night.
The annual Defence Reserve Support Employer
Support Award Night was held on 11 October 2012 at
the MCG's Olympic Room. Three categories of awards
were presented consisting of the Employer Support
Award, The Prince of Wales Award (POWA) and the
Tasman Exchange Scheme Award. 22 Const Regt had a
very successful year receiving three out of the 18 Employer Support Awards, two out of the three Prince of
Wales Awards, and both Tasman Exchange Scheme
Awards.
The Employer Support Award recognises the
employers of Defence Reservists. Reservists nominate
their employers in order to recognise their employer’s
ongoing support and flexibility, and their commitment
in providing Reservists time off work to participate in
training, exercises and deployments.
Employers of three members of 22
Const Regt received Certificates of Recognition, and
one of them, National Australia Bank, received the
State Award and will further be in the contention for
the National Award.
LT Nargiza Hakimova commented “I have
nominated NAB because during my 2.5 years in the
Army Reserve they have released me from my employment to attend all required courses to be commissioned as an Officer. This is way more than the standard
two weeks prescribed by legislation. NAB’s flexible
work-life balance policy allows me to leave early on
Tuesdays so that I can take a two hour drive to Newborough Depot and be there by 1930hrs”
LT Hakimova also stated “My time in the Reserves helped me hone my decision making skills, which
I can employ in my dealings with demanding clients and
competing deadlines. I hope to bring my strong administration skills to the Reserves to help deal with the ad-

For more information on how to apply for all
of the mentioned awards, please visit
www.defence.gov.au/reserves or contact the local Defence Reservists Support Office on 1800 803 485.
….. CAPT Farnsworth and LT Hakimova.
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CO, 22 Const Regt,
LTCOL Darren Potter
with the Award recipients
of 22 Const Regt.
From left: CAPT J. Farnsworth;
CPL M. Hicks; LT N. Hakimova;
LTCOL D. Potter; LCPL R. Camilleri;
LCPL D. Orr.
Kneeling:
SPR G. Betros; LCPL O. Townsend.

22 Const Regt POWA winners.
Mr S. McIntosh (ABB Australia),
CAPT J. Farnsworth;

22 Const Regt Tasman Exchange
Scheme winners:
LCPL D. Orr and LCPL R. Camilleri.
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ity to retire the 44 gallon drums that needed to be
burnt off daily by the unfortunates nominated to sort
out the dunnies.
The crew from 17 ALR (formerly 16 AD Regiment) provided the horsepower to erect the sixty five
14x14 and twenty or more 30x20 tents. This was done
in very hot conditions and was done with good humour
and enthusiasm, a great effort by all. Soon that crew
were off to Manus Island to repeat the process over
there.
As the first of the occupants arrived, the camp
swung into a daily routine and both military and civilian
personnel worked towards the completion of the camp.
Approx five weeks after first arriving in Nauru,
the bus to take me to the airport to return to Australia
was waiting to load up. As the CONSTO handed over the
camp to the civilian agencies to manage the day to day
running, the bus departed for the airport and a chance
for me to wait for that C17 in the air-conditioned departure lounge of Nauru International Airport.

NAURU DEPLOYMENT
29 August TO 01 October 2012
The government’s decision to process ‘off
shore’, those people arriving by boat and requesting
asylum in Australia, meant that re-opening the processing centre on Nauru became a high priority.
The Army was tasked to provide a team to get
the facility on Nauru ready for occupants as soon as
possible and the unit chosen to achieve that was 21
Construction Squadron. This unit has a great deal of
experience in providing infrastructure in remote localities and the many years working on AACAP projects has
added to this expertise. The unit, although very experienced and capable, was extremely busy at the time and
needed to fill some positions on the OMD with members from other units.
A Works Manager position was one of the vacancies that 21 Const Sqn needed to fill for the deployment to Nauru and, as luck would have it, one that I
was appointed to fill for five weeks.
With only short notice, the usual predeployment activities were conducted at a frenetic
pace and, within a few days of notification, I was at
Amberley discussing the project with the remaining
members of 21 who were tying up the last loose ends
prior to flying out themselves. A flight the next day on
an impressive C17 aircraft loaded with people, plant
equipment and construction stores saw me arriving at a
very steamy Nauru International Airport. This particular
weather pattern was to continue for the duration of my
time on Nauru, being only 30 or so kilometres from the
equator ensures a good mix of rain and heat.
The camp was still in its infancy when
I arrived and eating ration packs and using the somewhat Spartan toilet facilities proved to be a good incentive to get into construction mode and develop the
camp to a more comfortable level.
Water storage, power and waste water treatment, along with getting the kitchen up and running
headed the list of many things to do. Occupants for the
main refugee camp would be arriving soon and tents to
house these people needed to be erected.
The accommodation available on
Nauru was becoming scarce and it was clear that additional accommodation would be required at our camp
to house the civilian contractors that could not be accommodated elsewhere on the island. After several
possible designs were developed between the CONSTO
and myself, a model that managed to squeeze the required numbers of tents into the available space was
selected and the set out began, in the meantime work
continued on converting several permanent buildings
previously selected by the OC into toilets and showers.
The boys in construction troop as well
as working on the main toilet facilities came up with a
design affectionately referred to as the ‘Ablution Solution’ to allow us some measure of comfort and the abil-

…. CAPT Noel Tipton.

Completed Asylum Seeker Camp at Naru.

*

*
*
4 CER

2012 has been a challenging and rewarding
year for the 4th Combat Engineer Regiment, characterised by an exceptionally high tempo, the provision of
support to various ADF exercises and operations, and
through the implementation of a comprehensive training program.
4 CER commenced 2012 with the arrival of a
new CO, RSM and ADJT. This was followed closely by
the deployment of an Engineer Section to Timor Leste
as part of TLTG-4. SGT Ryan led the TLTG-4 team that
comprised Sappers from both 4 CER and 22 Const Regt,
with LCPL Lowe augmenting the deployment by providing admin support to ANZAC Coy. The team returned
home safe and well in October and their exploits have
8

been well documented in earlier issues of Sapper Summit.
The training year began in February where the
CO and RSM took the opportunity to address unit members and confirm priorities for the year, with an emphasis on the changes that will result from the implementation of Plan BEERSHEBA. Force preservation training
was the other focus of the weekend. The March training activity was centred on small arms training at Puckapunyal where the unit was able to conduct day / night
practices as well as qualify a number of personnel in
9mm and F89.
Domestically, 4 CER deployed a number of
members to AACAP 19 throughout the year. An article
from CAPT Ferwerda on the AACAP project is included
in this edition of Sapper Summit.
During the early part of the year, 4 CER was
twice called upon to assist the civil community in response to flood events, firstly at Nathalia and then
Lakes Entrance. The efforts of the unit were very well
received by the communities that were supported. It is
a credit to the members of the unit that they remain so
willing to provide immediate support to the community
in times of need.
The training for April was oriented towards
engineer search and the conduct of ceremonial activities for ANZAC Day, which included a march through
the City of Ringwood (on the weekend prior to ANZAC
Day), a dawn service at 4 CER and a number of catafalque parties to support local RSLs. The weather conditions on the day were cold and wet; make that very
cold and very wet. For the first time in many years most
units within 4th Brigade participated in the march in the
city to the Shrine. The cold and wet conditions remained throughout the march but cleared up for the
football later that afternoon!!
The training focus in May turned to Engineer
Search. Comprehensive lead-up training was performed in-depot prior to the conduct of the search activity within an ‘operational scenario’ at the Puffing Billy
Railway. The activity was supported by the 4 Bde RRF.
This training was well coordinated and provided some
interesting and challenging opportunities to enhance
the engineer search capability of unit members, and to
practice working alongside the RRF. It also provided
non-engineer soldiers from the RRF with exposure to
engineer search capabilities.
4 CER hosted two VIP visits in April and May
with the Parliamentary Secretary for Defence, Senator
David Feeney, the Federal Member for Deakin, the Hon
Mike Symon, Commander 2nd Division, MAJGEN Smith
and Commander 4th Brigade, BRIG Marsh paying a visit
to the Regiment at the Ringwood East depot and to the
search activity held at Puffing Billy.
The June training weekend saw the unit back
at Puckapunyal for a demolitions practice and further
F88 range practices. The Waterloo Dinner was also held
in June at the Simpson Barracks RASigs Officers’ Mess.

Unit training in July and August was directed
towards sharpening the CE capabilities of the Regiment
particularly in working with small engines. Both of
these weekends were held at the Ringwood East depot
which is ideally suited for the conduct of this type of
training.
Training for September and October was conducted at the 22 Const Regt depot at Newborough and
focused on watermanship training at Lake Narracan and
first aid.
For the remainder of 2012, the Regiment will
test its call out procedures in preparation for the DACC
season. At this time each year our minds turn toward
fires but as recent events have shown, flooding can be
as much of a problem and as such the unit embeds
flexibility into our DACC preparations.
This will be my last instalment to Sapper Summit as I move out of RHQ as ADJT into my new role as 4
Tp COMD in 2013. The New Year will begin with the
posting-in of CAPT Jason Law as ADJT 4 CER.
… LT Ian Green, ADJT

8229094 Warrant Officer Class One
James Henry Davis, RAE.
There would be very few readers of Sapper
Summit who have not known, served with, received
guidance, mentoring or discipline from Warrant Officer
Class One James Henry Davis (Jim).
As this article goes to press, the end of 2012
approaches and with it the reluctant end of a wonderful
career Jim has made for himself in the Royal Australian
Engineers.
Jim was born in Swan Hill Victoria on 19th of
June 1947. At school in Swan Hill Jim showed himself to
be an excellent student particularly in Math. His skill
with numbers was put to good use after leaving school
when he joined the Bank of NSW (later known as Westpac) and spent 32 years with the bank reaching senior
management.
1975 saw the beginning of Jim’s other career in
the Australian Army Reserve when he was sworn in at
the then 7th Field Engineer Regiment (now the 4th Combat Engineer Regiment) in an office that is now used by
the 10th Combat Engineer Squadron. By the time 2012
comes to an end that career will have spanned 37
years. On joining the Army Reserve in 1975, Jim was
allocated to the Corps of Engineers and posted to the
7th Field Engineer Regiment (7 FER) and then to 8th and
10th Field Squadrons respectively following completion
of his recruit and IET training in 1976.
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There were some challenges along the way
including when Jim was transferred by the Bank to
Goroka in PNG. The type of move that would end an
Army career for many of us, Jim’s love of the Army and
dedication saw him posted to the 39th Electrical and
Mechanical Squadron, a move which enabled Jim to
travel from PNG in order to attend annual field exercises. Upon returning to Australia, Jim resumed his
normal Reserve service and was posted back to 7 FER.
Tried and true, Jim and his family returned to PNG again
(Rabaul) and once again Jim managed to continue to
serve as part of 7 FER.
Throughout his career in the Royal Australian
Engineers, Jim has served with distinction at 7 FER, 7
ESR, 4 CER and 22 Const Regt. He has also managed to
serve periods with the 4th / 19th Prince of Wales Light
Horse (in Kyneton) and the-then 2nd Royal Victorian
Regiment (in Maryborough).
Of course Jim attained the highest rank possible for an enlisted soldier. On the 1st of January 2001,
Jim was promoted to Warrant Officer Class One and
was appointed SSM of 105th Construction Squadron, 22
Const Regt. In another significant appointment, in 2006
Jim assumed the role of RSM at 22 CR.
Extra regimental appointments were something that Jim willingly volunteered for. Jim continues
to show his commitment to the Corps and the Regiment by holding the position of Treasurer of the Combined Officer and Sergeants’ mess at 4 CER and the
Southern Region Corps Committee.
In January 2009, Jim’s journey came full circle
when he was posted back to 4 CER, where it all began
way back in 1975. This time he took up the appointment of OPSWO, once again showing his commitment
by accepting the offer of a CFTS contract.
Jim has always devoted countless hours to the
units in which he has served and has consistently demonstrated unwavering professionalism, selfless devotion to duty and exceptional leadership. He is one of
the most widely recognised Army Reserve members
going around and he is respected by all. Jim has been
able to achieve this due to the unwavering support
from his wife Mardi and his two children, Kylie and
Brett. He also has a grandchild due in November.
Those of us who have served with Jim have
borne witness to his exceptional leadership, judgement,
tact and ability to motivate and inspire. Thank you for
everything you have done for the Corps and the Regiment.

AACAP 19, Exercise Saunders
— Dampier Peninsula, WA —
May – Nov 2012
(See page 15 for the map that accompanies this report)

AACAP commenced in 1997 and is an on-going
commitment that reinforces the strong association between Army and the Indigenous peoples of northern
and central Australia. It is a joint initiative between the
Department of Families, Housing, Community Services
and Indigenous Affairs and Army. In the last decade,
this involvement has extended to coordinating the
health and veterinary training and support as well as
the delivery of certified and non-certified employability
skills programs. AACAP projects deliver construction,
training and health effects that improve environmental
and primary health standards of selected aboriginal
communities. These projects also provide realistic and
valuable training to the ADF.
Based out of a camp near Djarindjin and Lombadina, the project will also have effects in Ardyaloon
and Beagle Bay. The diverse team comprising of dental,
health, training and construction specialists were deployed from May to November to support this year’s
program. This is the second time AACAP has visited the
Dampier Peninsula, completing a project in Beagle Bay
a decade ago.
AACAP 19 was led by 17 Construction Squadron, 6 Engineer Support Regiment with support from
ARA and ARES units from around Australia including
4CER and 22 Construction Regiment. Both Victorian
ARES engineer units provided plant operators, drivers,
supervisors and a Troop Commander from 22 Construction Regiment to support the contingent with several
reservists providing up to 8 months service. The exercise involved over 250 personnel from the Australian
Regular Army and Army Reserve deploying over the
period of AACAP.
This year’s scope saw the delivery of a 13 lot
sub-division, family and community centre and 4 bedroom house, as well as reshaping of a road intersection,
restoration of local tips, and provision of short-term
accommodation.
The program has been developed with a high
level of participation by the local Aboriginal people, and
quickly gained the positive support of local communities in the Dampier Peninsula. The project is expected
to be completed in late November with majority of soldiers returning by start of December.

… Glen Pilbeam
Lieutenant Colonel
Commanding Officer
4th Combat Engineer Regiment

…. CAPT David Ferwerda – 6 Engineer Support Regiment
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At the completion of the Camp establishment
it was decided the camp be named Camp Birt
in memory of CPL Ashley Birt.
On 29th October last year, CPL Ashely Birt became the first member of 6 Engineer Support
Regiment to be killed on operations in Afghanistan. After consultation with Linda and Don
Birt, it was decided to honour Birty by naming
the AACAP 19 camp in his memory.

—

—

—

—

We enjoyed a BBQ lunch and after many pleasant hours
headed back to Lakes Entrance ready for a nap.
The mystery continued with our dinner location. A rattly old bus picked up 18 of us and headed
into the hills, many with no idea where we were going. The Wyanga Winery was to be our destination. After dropping of the first load, Matt our trusty
driver headed back to the motel to collect the second
load.
A lovely meal at the winery was enjoyed by
all. The chef, Amber, and her crew did an excellent job
of the meal and the wines made on the premises made
it the more enjoyable. Geoff, our host at the winery,
looked after us to his usual standard and made the
comment that we were a great bunch to have there and
even joined in singing our reunion song.
Tony and Jan Bourke had arrived in Lakes for
the reunion on the Wednesday, but, due to Tony being
unwell, had to return to Melb on the Friday. Tony and
Jan wished us all well and hoped we had a good time
and they were disappointed they couldn't stay to join
in.
Marg and Mike Fleming arrived on their boat and the
"Squirrells" joined them on board for the weekend.
Let's hope not too much damage to the woodwork.
Thanks to those who attended the weekend.

Association Reports
22 Const Regiment Ex-Members
Reunion— October 2012
What a fantastic weekend we had --—-26th to 28th October 2012.
Although small in number we had a wonderful
time. We stayed at the Lakes Entrance RSL motel and
dinner was there on the Friday night. Great meals and
great company. Many a war story told.
After breakfast on Saturday we formed a convoy with the Silver bus as lead vehicle for those without
cars. We travelled through to Bairnsdale and picked up
two more passengers and headed out through Forge
Creek and other rural roads arriving at "The Cove Military Museum". Rick and Jill welcomed us and spent a
considerable time with our members looking over the
many thousand pieces in the museum, from military, to
lawn mowers, to outboard engines, rowing skulls,
speedboats and baby's cots. Buttons, badges, military
weapons from those that fit in your hand to huge guns
that need to be towed by a truck. Military vehicles a
plenty and anything in between. The old Rolls Royce a
special treat.

…. Jen Eaton
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OLD SAPPERS ASSOCIATION INC

WOODPECKERS

This was our first away trip where members
chose to go by train or car to the Country RSL MOE.
Approximately 24 members attended. Some came from
as far as Geelong, Ballarat and Port Albert as well as the
Old Sappers Assn from Oakleigh Barracks.
Other away venues are in the pipeline yet to
be raised for the next few years. All members had a
good time discussing their various clubs activities following an excellent lunch before the meeting. We
would like to thank the Moe RSL President for making
us welcome to their club.
We also like to welcome new members and families to join the Sappers Association. Please
contact our Secretary Mr John McNabb on 8802 8293
for more information.
…. Alex Grana, Vice President

Along with the Upper Yarra community, the
Woodpeckers farewelled John Pitcher last week. He
died on the 28th October and was 71. John, who lived in
Queensland, had been ill for some time, and had also
survived a bad car crash several years ago. The memorial service at Yarra Junction RSL, led very capably by
fellow sapper, Geoff Smith, was attended by at least
120 people, including many Woodies. Mick Murray,
Wayne Kennelly and Rob Youl spoke, as did John's two
daughters, Julie and Kylie. John's footy career was analysed -- one year he coached a premiership side. There
was general agreement that he was the best English
migrant Australia ever received to its bosom.
John's military career included service as a
sapper in Sabah, Vietnam and PNG, and finally many
years as a Sergeant in 91 Squadron, where he specialised in stores and admin but he could turn his hand to
anything. He also participated in Exercise Long Look
once, which enabled him to return to his home town
Bath, in Somerset.
Vale a great friend and a very handy soldier.

In the photo below:
Standing, left to right.
Jim Crosling, Ray Watson ( Manager Moe RSL and
President Yallourn Sappers)
Fred Hosemans, Kevin Coleman, Lindsay George,
Phil Todd, Mel Constable, Les Clark,
Neville Johnson, Allan Rantall,
Frank Hosemans, Pat Leydon, John McNabb,
Steve Barics.

… Rob Youl.

Front Row: Alex Grana & Norm Dodgson.
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was clear that they greatly valued his contribution, and
liked him a lot. Steve was one of several Lieutenant
Colonels on the mission, embedded with the PNGDF,
assisting in generating operational concepts and defence policy. Those who spoke had the man we knew
and worked with to a T - a big personality, generous,
happy and hard charging in all he did. First to volunteer, always finishing things once begun, and still willing
to find more effort to help others. Steve was also always involved with community work, and Rotary benefited along side his Army Reserve service, right through
his adult life, from the same selfless honesty and toil
the Army was lucky to get.
Steve's parents, Judith and Rex, and Steve's
extended family told us about the son, brother, father,
grand-father, partner and friend they knew. The memorial service was coordinated by 4 Bde Chaplain Major Glenn Buijs, who did a sterling job, and through a
series of observations, homilies and simple observations gave us a real feel for the man, and the sense of
deep loss from all who knew him.
… Andy Murdoch

VALE
LTCOL Stephen Andrew BELL
April 1956 – 17 September 2012
I understand from his family that when Steve
Bell left school, he took himself off to the incinerator in
the back yard, stripped off, and carefully burned his
school uniform. While that part of his life was clearly
over, Steve did not stay out of uniform for long.
When Steve died recently, he was on leave
from his posting as the Staff Officer Grade One, Policy,
embedded with the Papua New Guinea Defence Force
at Port Moresby. Steve was a Lieutenant Colonel in the
Australian Regular Army, following his transfer from the
Army Reserve and several postings in Logistics and Capability Development in Melbourne. Before transferring to the ARA, Steve was central to the life and work
of the Army Reserve in Victoria. Once commissioned,
Steve enjoyed the usual merry-go-round of local postings, from 7 Field Engineer Regiment, to 3rd Training
Group, and on to be the Officer Commanding 10 Field
Squadron. Steve played a pivotal role in raising 4 Combat Engineer Regiment at Ringwood, and went on to
Command 22 Construction Regiment in 2004. Not bad
for a young man with an apparent dislike of uniforms,
who enlisted as a Sapper.
Steve died during what sounded like
an idyllic day on the island of Capri, while enjoying the
first day of a well earned rest from Port Moresby.
In many ways, Steve represented the core of
what the Army Reserve is about. While active in his
civilian life with the Victorian Department of Justice,
Steve volunteered his time and skill to the Army, and
also to his other community pursuits. His service record
reflects only a small part of the commitment and time
this took. Along with the usual demands of regimental
life, Squadron and Regimental Command, Steve attended an amazing range of courses and formal training
right through his service career, including Reserve Command and Staff College. Together, Steve's background
bridging civil, community and military life made him a
valuable 'get' when he decided to serve full time, fulfilling the promise that is latent in so many Reservists'
commitment.
At his recent service, Steve’s family talked at
length, and with great love, of the big, smart, funny guy
we knew. A dedicated and kind father who clearly
made time for his kids and who was a central part of
their lives, well past childhood and on into the time of
new families, son-in-laws and grandchildren. The Army
was well represented, and Steve’s current boss, Colonel
Mark Shepard (currently the Defence Attaché in Port
Moresby), along with Steve’s Colonel Commandant
from the PNGDF attended. That these men travelled so
far, and told so much about Steve’s work, says a lot. It

*

*

*

VALE
Sergeant Ronald Terence Merigan
16 January 1933 -- 12 October 2012
A much loved personality in the sapper community, Sergeant Ron Merigan, known universally as
‘Crunchie’ because of his enjoyment of and skill at infantry minor tactics, and perhaps the way he always
stood up for himself, died on Friday 12 October 2012
after a very short illness.
Born in 1933, Ron Merigan grew up in London;
his father, we believe, was in the Merchant Navy. During World War II the authorities evacuated Ron, along
with thousands of inner-city children, to the country—
in his case Devon. The family came to Australia in the
early 1950s and lived in Lemnos, where Ron was a postman for a time. He was in the second intake of 1950sstyle national service in 14 NS Training Battalion, Puckapunyal from August-November 1951. Afterwards the
army posted him to the CMF unit based at Shepparton,
38 Battalion, The Hume Regiment, Royal Australian Infantry, later a Pentropic company of 2 Royal Victorian
Regiment, where he served till 1954. (Mike Meany has
it as 59 Battalion.)
We’re not sure when Ron joined the staff of
the State Electricity Commission of Victoria (SECV), but
for the rest of his career he worked for Shepparton
Electrical Supply Department as a motor mechanic at
the regional depot.
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Ron completed his national service obligations
in late 1956. He re-enlisted two years later in September 1958. This time he was an engineer in 16 Construction Squadron RAE (Supplementary Reserve), which the
SECV sponsored. That year the regiment judged him its
Super Sapper. With a year off in 1969-70, in all he
served thirty-four years, initially in the infantry, then 80
Quarrying Squadron, 39 Electrical and Mechanical
Squadron from the mid 1960s, and finally in 203 Works
Section, retiring in 1988.
An abiding Puckapunyal memory: mud-stained
and sodden Ron, in battle order with gunk-encrusted
glasses and slightly different field dress to everyone
else, coming back from leading a tactics exercise for
trainee corporals.
Ron had four sons and two daughters. He
moved to the Cobden area twenty-two years ago,
where he met his partner, Cathy Beaton. His daughter
Christine McKenzie lived nearby at Shenfields Lane,
Stoneyford, which has lots of deep cuttings. Ron loved
it here because it reminded him of Devon. He had a
happy retirement, deeply involved in the community,
especially the RSL and Legacy, and Cobden’s miniature
railway, and made many close friends. Geoff Brumhead,
John Goss and wife Sue, Terry Olsen and I attended the
very military-oriented graveside funeral—a challengingly cool day that would not have perturbed the rugged Ron. Back at Camperdown RSL, Ron’s colleagues
proudly pointed out the four large and intricate white
frames designed to hold massed displays of poppies,
each with its own cross, that Ron had made, commemorating in all some 240 local servicemen and
women and used annually on Anzac Day.
An interesting technical note: Ron’s 32-yearold grandson, Nathan McKenzie, is the general manager
of a Melbourne-based international company employing thirty-two engineers and specialising in maritime
cranes, besides overseeing numerous other projects.
Seeing a way to improve stevedoring efficiency through
computers, Nathan started the business with a fellow
student when he was still at Deakin University.

In civil life he was a storeman, and his skill as
such were recognised in the Ares, and he was soon employed in the Q Store, firstly with 105, and later in the
Regimental Q store.
Unfortunately, a few years after his enlistment
he was involved in a very serious motor accident resulting in several broken bones, and as a result, missed
several years ARes service. Eventually he returned to
limited service and became a most valued member of
the QM staff. He was allocated at various times to 105
Sqn, 104 Sqn, 107 Sqn and RHQ, 22 Const Regt.
He had a happy knack of being able to locate
all sorts of hard to locate stores items, such as Bailey
bridge deck planks, which had been reclassified by
someone in the ARA Ordnance as ‘painter’s planks’!
In spite of his injuries he progressed through
the ranks to Staff Sergeant and his service was recognised by the award of both the EM and RFM, this latter
being presented to him at Swan Street on the occasion
of the 40th birthday party of 22 Construction Regiment.
He was later listed as a supernumerary with LSF Engineers and retired from the ARes on 20 December 1994
Terry suffered a stroke in early 2004 which
severely restricted him. His wife, Noreen, said that the
last year had been particularly hard, but he was now at
rest.
He will always be remembered by his friends,
particularly from 105, as a quiet, cheerful and most
helpful soldier, never known to reply to stores requests
with replies like “you can’t have it”.
Our sympathies are offered to Terry’s widow,
Noreen, son Peter, daughter Debra and daughter-in-law
Stacey. Terry’s farewell was held at Murchison on Tuesday 16th October.
…. Bruce Campbell.

*

*

*

VALE
John PITCHER
31 August 1941 — 28 October 2012

… Rob Youl

*

*

*

See the Woodies report regarding John Pitcher
who died on 28 October.

VALE
SSGT Terence Peter FARRELL
2 April 1941 -- 12 October 2012
Many older veterans of 22 Construction Regiment were saddened to hear of the recent death of
SSgt Terry Farrell, who served in the Regiment for some
32 years. Terry worked with the State Rivers and Water
Commission as a young man, and enlisted in 105 Con14

They produced a little daughter, Jessica, and then came
Anne. It was just after Anne was born that there was a
house fire and in that terrible fire Jess lost her life.
After this terrible loss and moving around to
different Reservoirs, Greg and Ali settled in at Eildon,
and at this time there were three children Anne, Rebecca and Michael. Ali went into hospital to have their
fourth child, but complications set in and Ali passed
away and Andrew was born.
Greg went to Ocean Grove and raised the four
beautiful children on his own, up until a few years ago
when he met another lovely lady, Debb who helped
him in the rearing of his children and also gave him
strength in the last part of his life.
To quote from his Eulogy “some say that a person would give you the shirt off his back, but in Greg’s
case he would give you his whole wardrobe.”
Greg, you were dealt a rough hand, but you
always came through smiling.
Our sincere condolences to Debb and your
children and family.

VALE
SPR Ian Gregory DOUGLASS
4 December 1954 – 15 March 2012
Sapper Douglass, or Rugged as he was more
affectionately known, passed away after a 15 month
battle with a brain tumour.
All who knew Greg (Rugged) would know he
had a very casual approach to life and what ever he set
out to do. But he always finished up with a good result
because he was a perfectionist underneath his casual
nature. Greg was also very sportsminded – playing football, tennis and an excellent shot both in and out of the
Army.
Greg was working on Reservoir maintenance
when he enlisted in 105 Const Sqn / 22 Const Regt in
the early 1970s. As time went on, he went on to Reservoir keeper and did quite a few reservoirs as 2 IC, then
went in charge as Reservoir Keeper. It was in the early
days of reservoir work that he met and married Allison.
—

—

—

… From your mates of 105, and all who knew you.

—

—

—

—

—

AACAP 19 — EXERCISE SAUNDERS
Map of the Dampier Peninsula
See the article on page 10

MEMORIAL PLAQUE TO BE INSTALLED AT THE BUBBLEDOME
The RAE (Vic) Historical and Heritage Association has been trying for several years to have a memorial
plaque installed at the Bubbledome to commemorate the time the Corps occupied the Swan Street Depot site.
The Melbourne and Olympic Parks Trust have advised that they will use artist Ron Bastian to design a
plaque covering RAE and RAA occupation of the former Swan St and Batman Avenue Depots, and it will be at no cost
to us. Wording is nearly finalised and the unveiling should be in the first half of 2013.

Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year to All.
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